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Description of the software solution: 
 

Address Register of the Agency 
for Real Estate Cadastre 
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Detail description of the solution and the technical implementation 
 
Agency for Real Estate Cadastre (AREC) specified following needs in order to establish the national 
Address Register for the Republic of Macedonia: 
▪ forming the unique, authoritative source of address information in Macedonia; 

▪ possibility for quick and efficient way of extracting information on objects through search by 

street name and house number, electronically; 

▪ possibility for field data acquisition, emphasizing the location, predefined descriptive and 

qualitative data on objects; 

▪ possibility for geographical overview, search, validation, editing and quality control of acquired 

data through the web application, through leveled user privileges; 

▪ integration of the software solution with the existing IT infrastructure in AREC, at the same time 

having the possibility for seamless access and exchange of data with other institutions, 

regardless of the used platform. 

In order to meet specified needs, implemented system and developed solution was structured like 
shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Address Register architecture in context of AREC IT infrastructure 

 
As depicted, established geoinformation system for the needs of the Address Register has its core 
in the geodatabase (ArcSDE) of the streets and address data, which is through the ArcGIS Server 
available for direct administration and management using ArcGIS Desktop client software. 
 
On the other side, server enables implementing workflows through the REST web services. These 
services are used by the mobile application tools (acquisition, search and editing field data) and web 
GIS application (build using ArcGIS API for JavaScript) which enables control, complex search, spatial 
analysis and reporting on the stored data. 
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Additionally, system is implemented with the capability to directly communicate with the internal 
AREC data repository (e-Kat). System enables usage of the web services in order to secure the data 
accessibility and definition of user privileges, without limitations towards platforms from which 
services are accessed. 
 
Software solution for the Address Register is consisted of the mobile and web GIS application with 
the following characteristics: 
 

Mobile application 
Provides online and offline mode for data acquisition and editing directly in the geodatabase. 
Application generates dynamic interface for data acquisition. Stored data is represented and edited 
using web services. Privileges like visibility or editability are defined in compliance with the logged 
user role. 
 

Web GIS application 
Integrates following functionalities: 
▪ data visualisation on the map, 

▪ editing objects representing addresses and streets, 

▪ quality control and data validation through filters and classification tools, 

▪ access and data exchange through web services, 

▪ multilingual environment, 

▪ managing accessibility of data and tools,  

▪ creating reports using template forms and 

▪ exporting the results of the data validation. 

Except the specific purpose of each, both applications use tools like: geographical viewer of the data 
layers, managing layers legend interface, objects identification, drawing, measuring, printing, map 
navigation and advanced search. 
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User interface description 
 
Mobile application requires logging in so that users’ predefined privileges can be accessed. After, 
working mode is being chosen: adding new objects, search or view and editing. As the working space 
objects map becomes available along with the form for entering and editing the objects attribute 
data (Figure 2). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Mobile application user interface 
 
Web GIS application enables responsive design work environment (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Web GIS application user interface 
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Navigation and filtering of the geodatabase content is enabled by tools using advanced spatial and 
attribute criterions (Figure 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Web GIS application search and filtering tools 
 
Application enables analysis and visualisation of the results. This process considers using different 
available techniques of advanced search tools (SQL queries, graphically marking the area of interest, 
multiple iterations in selecting objects). Resulting list of queried objects can be exported as table 
(Figure 5).  
 

 
Figure 5. Web GIS application analytics preview 

 
Separate segment of the application is designed for reporting and provides templates and filters 
specified according to AREC requirements. Reports give table view of the data stored in geodatabase 
through the mobile application. Report forms accept entering input parameters used for filtering 
data (Figure 6). Each report can directly be printed or exported in several formats. 
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Figure 6. Web GIS application reporting forms 
 
As the additional module of the application, administrative module enables registering and 
managing privileges of the web application users. According to user privileges system gives access 
to predefined web services and tools for managing web services. Administrative module user 
interface is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 6. Web GIS application administrative module user interface 
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Description of the benefits of the solution target audience 
 
Implementing the Address Register software solution, client and the end users from various public 
institutions, have the possibility for quick access to up to date data on addresses in Macedonia. 
Before implementation of this solution, in order to get the data on object address officially, complex 
and time consuming bureaucratic procedures and inter-institutional communication were needed. 
Now data on location, addresses, real estate mass evaluation and objects’ photos are integrated in 
one place. At the same time, there are strict regulations on availability of the data and data 
management tools for different uses. 
 
The need for validation and reporting on the quality and status of the acquired data did not have 
alternative digital way of processing, but is now enabled through the web GIS application. 
 
 
Description of innovative features of the solution 
 
The approach to design and implement the Address Register solution by using integral GIS and 
standardised web services for managing address data has not been applied in Macedonia so far. 
Described solution enabled rise address data management procedures efficiency in governmental 
institutions, better communication on institutional level, as well as keeping up to date and high-
quality level of the Address Register. 
 
In addition, components comprising the solution provide possibility for their further re-usage in 
other data management usage cases which include multi-institutional working environment. An 
example would be recording and managing information for large number of objects in an area like 
cultural heritage, protected natural sites etc. 


